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Guest Editorial

Novel paradigms in vaccine development: from small pox
eradication to therapeutic vaccines

In 2001, a similar Highlight Issue of Biological Chemistry
opened with an Editorial entitled ‘From empirical medi-
cine to molecular designed therapy’, where the advances
in the vaccine field were mainly attributed to ‘the emerg-
ing recombinant DNA technology and the explosive pro-
gress in our understanding of immune mechanisms’
wBiol. Chem. 382 (2001), p. 505x. The present Highlight
Issue has been stimulated by a series of vaccine sym-
posia held near Vienna in 2003, 2005 and 2007, organ-
ized by ‘Vienna Vaccines’, a non-profit association
(www.viennavaccines.com) dedicated to interconnect
academic scientists, professional vaccine developers
from pharmaceutical and biotech industries, representa-
tives from the investor community, but also from non-
profit and non-governmental organizations. The latest
symposium was entitled ‘Challenges for vaccine devel-
opment: medical needs and social implications’.

The present issue documents that the vaccine field is
a fast-growing area in biomedical research at the cutting
edge of novel therapeutic applications and translation
into future preventive medicine. This is due to dramatic
progress made in understanding the life cycle of
microbes, their mechanisms of adhesion, colonization,
invasion, and immune escape, but also to the improved
knowledge of the mammalian immune system and the
type of immunity raised in individuals that are protected
against the disease targeted by a vaccine.

A couple of decades ago vaccine development and
manufacturing was a commodity, often provided by pub-
lic institutions and not attractive to most pharmaceutical
key players. Since 1990, however, the vaccine sector,
counting for only a few percent of total pharmaceutical
sales, has become an aggressive growth segment that
has tripled sales from $2 to $6 billion between 1990 and
2000 and is expected to reach $20 billion by 2010. The
growth can be mostly attributed to vaccines based on
novel technologies, often comprising only the minimal
features needed to induce protective immunity; examples
are hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccines, the conjugated
pneumococcus vaccine, and the recently launched
human papilloma virus (HPV) vaccines, aiming to prevent
virus-induced cancerous genital lesions in the later life
stage of women.

In spite of this progress, the list of efficacious and safe
vaccines licensed against infectious diseases is relatively
short, while that of microbial diseases without an effica-
cious vaccine regimen is still long. Also, many existing
vaccines are not up to the state-of-the-art of today’s vac-
cine technology. For example, the existing tuberculosis
vaccine does not protect adults against lung tuberculo-
sis, the US-registered Japanese encephalitis virus vac-
cine is propagated in mouse brain and has unacceptable

side effects, and the existing pneumococcus conjugate
vaccines only protect against a subgroup of the sero-
types that are prevalent in the community.

Furthermore, safe, affordable, and efficacious vaccines
against the present largest infectious disease challenges
of modern civilization are not yet in sight or are still at
the infant stage of development: examples are the three
key killer diseases of the less developed part of the world
– malaria, AIDS and tuberculosis – while in the devel-
oped countries multidrug-resistant pathogens causing
hospital-acquired infections has become an increasing
problem. In addition, we are facing global threats of
infectious diseases against which vaccines would be the
best solution; examples are germs, such as anthrax and
smallpox, discussed as hazards in the hands of bio-ter-
rorists and flu strains that could initiate a pandemic wave.
On the other hand, a sizeable fraction of all cancer dis-
eases (up to 20%) can be attributed to infectants, such
as HPV, HBV, hepatitis C virus (HCV), Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV), and Helicobacter pylori, proven to cause malignant
diseases.

The concept of using passive vaccination (protection
of humans with, e.g., serum from animals that have
mounted a proper immune response) to protect or treat
against infections has seen a recent revival, stimulated
by the advent of monoclonal antibody technology. Com-
bined with novel molecular approaches to identify target
antigens for efficient antibody-mediated microbial neu-
tralization, passive vaccination becomes a promising
strategy to label pathogens for immunological decontam-
ination. At this stage, however, only one anti-infective
monoclonal antibody is in medical use to prevent neo-
natal respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infections.

The concept of therapeutic vaccines most likely relies
on more than the humoral arm of the immune response.
The cellular arm of the immune system is equally impor-
tant for the elimination of aberrant cells, be they malig-
nant or pathogen-infected. Additional players of the
immune system may need to be targeted and activated
by a therapeutic vaccine to control or to remove the dis-
ease burden; examples are dendritic cells, natural killer
cells, and others. Alas, there is not yet a single such
treatment used in standard therapy.

In the pipeline of academic and industrial laboratories
are vaccines intended to block specific allergies, to
reduce the addiction towards nicotine, to suppress the
action of physiological regulators that increase blood
pressure, and to intervene in the progress of neurological
disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease. The challenge of
the former approaches is to intervene with the function
of antigens which in some form play a normal physiolog-
ical role in the body.
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Novel vaccines are based on well-selected antigens
whose identification has been eased by genomic high-
throughput screening methods. On the other hand, par-
ticularly the discovery of the key players of the innate
immune system has paved the way to develop a novel
generation of adjuvants that broaden the immune
response and shift the balance between T helper cell (TH)
1- and TH2-driven immunity in favor of an optimal pro-
tective immunity. The tools of immunology also made it
possible to link antigen specificity and the type of immu-
nity with the ability of patients to resist or to overcome,
e.g., an infection. Additionally, such ‘surrogate marker
antigens’ of an immune response can be employed to
predict the protectiveness of a vaccine and thus to sup-
port the clinical path to registration. At the same time,
the explosive increase of knowledge in basic immunol-
ogy creates the dilemma to burden the maturation of a
product with too many parameters and thus a level of
complexity that may impede or slow down the develop-
ment of novel vaccines. Already, the importance of mon-
itoring both B- and T-cell immunity during the preclinical
and clinical development of novel vaccines has compli-
cated the path to registration. Finally, the plethora of nov-
el antigen delivery systems, such as heat shock proteins,
bacterial and viral vaccine vectors, or even naked DNA,
have to be seen in the light of extremely high safety stan-
dards. They may therefore face extreme regulatory hur-
dles before reaching the customer. From the academic

concept to the registered product, an investment on
average between $100 and $800 million is needed, and
the process rarely takes less than 10 years.

According to Lewis Thomas, there are three categories
of medical care: ‘non-technology’, ‘half-way technology’,
and ‘decisive technology’. In the case of an influenza
infection, today’s supportive care with aspirin that tides
the patient through the disease would qualify as ‘non-
technology’. ‘Half-way technology’ could be seen as
today’s flu vaccines, chicken-egg borne and requiring
new composition for each season with suboptimal induc-
tion of immunity. Accordingly, ‘decisive technology’
would be a cell-culture borne and season-independent
flu vaccine that induces optimal immunity in all age
groups. The Lewis criteria applied to today’s flu vaccine
show that there is a long way to go.

We are grateful to Biological Chemistry, the Editor-in-
Chief Helmut Sies, and the Managing Editor Torsten
Krüger for constant support and encouragement to
achieve the project. Special thanks go to Intercell’s execu-
tive assistant, Barbara Strutz-Grell, for her help and sup-
port. Last but not least, we are indebted to the authors
for their excellent contributions and to the reviewers.
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